Concern Log

1. Things customer liked
   1. Current design of pages of the website.
   2. Current layout of pages of the website.
   3. Most of the core capabilities accomplished on the website.
   4. The implementing efficiency of our team: we finished planned tasks on time.

2. Improvements needed
   1. Compatibility. Currently our website is working well on Chrome but has unknown incompatibility with the Safari and Firefox browser.
   2. Contact email function. The contact email function, which allows website users to contact the 1-student-at-a-time organization, was not fully set up. We still need to find out the way to achieve this feature.
   3. Page edition feature. Sometimes text editing does not work normally. We need to debug this issue so that text editing can work every time we use it.
   4. Mobile layout. Even though most of browsers on computer system work well, there is still some layout and formatting issues in mobile browsers.
   5. Security. We have a “contact us” feature which allows user to send email using the button on the website. However, if some hackers are willing to attack our website, it will be vulnerable because we haven’t paid attention to this.